
Planetary Scan 
 
Disable evil powers 89140150 
Public awakening 64846993   
Unconditional love 56 57 893   
Human decency restored 89475311 
Return love for hatred 67446270  
Restoration of law and order to our nation's cities 78825809  
Cult and satanic underpinnings of crimes against humanity are now revealed 72646604  
Mine garbage 9933059  
Wake up to the evil of big tech 79434527   
Mask mouth 67684421  
Reunite Americans 3159406  
Powerful unanimous statement of oneness 3649062  
Defeat those who wish to take over planet earth image via field generator  
Positive people 921061927  
Reach those lost in ideologies 9628871   
Neutralize the Negative effects of Hertz and Geopathic Stress 3577668  
Town wide cleanup days 66548827  
End the transformation of food into a weapon 77655496 
Activate software in subconscious mind to put the right man in as president 84647904 
Reveal truth 675163377  
Heaven on earth 460984288   
Divine Grace and Redemption on Earth 64775754  
Block reassortment 80136816   
Block non-beneficial non-ionizing radiation 62247472   
Reveal deep state crimes 73941621  
Truth 897961 
A prayer for our leaders via dispenser   
Electrical pollution 83447071  
The world is waking up 9229698  
Neutralize damage from smart meters 77518590   
Dismantle all negative tech agendas 68609768   
Divine Connection 6132349 
Sacred boundaries 9813367   
Awaken the spiritually sleeping 3872483      
Bigotry disappears 70716351  
Overcome evil with good 69477115 
Social upheaval 89318535 
Discernment 68848383  
Solutions 8631930   
Reveal the truth about the corona virus 89466946  
Positive wake- up call 69952535  



Take back our lives and our future from the evil cabal 9764856  
Stop agenda 21 9534518   
Lift the world to its ideal 67006883  
Keep energy up 3371930   
Love 5294361 
Clear preoccupation with material life 64456697 
Neurogenesis color image via recharger   
Common sense image via dispenser   
Counteract danger 67149753  
Unity grows without measure 81342386   
Unbiased reporting 9467128  
Prosecutors now talk to celebrities involved in pedophilia 76004731 
Increase the amount of love in my home to the highest level possible for health and well-being, 
all in a perfect and correct way 5270409  
The will to defend oneself 61192306  
Crimes against humanity exposed 3949899  
Stand strong 63848684 
Power grid in place that no dark force can access or withstand 83026181  
Ideas based on truth 9845596   
Alternatives to youtube 67060324  
Lucid dreaming image via acupuncture  
Expose evil 61217892   
The people are waking up 3891523  
Urban communities unite in love 78668044 
Reveal the worldwide criminal enterprise 66158665  
 


